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I UNIFORMS 

SOLDIERS THEN AND NOW 
~ 

A soldier in the picturesque uniform of Wellington's day, 
and a soldier of the present .time in the khaki now in 

general use . 
• 

UNIFORMS. Some marks of identification 
have always been necessary among fighting . 
forces to distinguish friend from foe. In 
ancient times national dress and weapons were 
usually sufficient to serve this purpose. In 
·the Middle Ages temporary badges, such as the 
white and red roses of the Wars of the Roses, 
were occasionally adopted. 

Henry VIII clothed the royal archers in 
white gabardines with cap~ of a standard design, 
but uniforms for large bodies of troops did 
not come into use until the fl:se of truly national 
armies, such as the armies of the Commonwealth. 
By the beginning of the 17th century there were 
distinctive uniforms for each of the national 
armies of Europe. 
· The Gorgeous British "Redcoats" 

. The styles of military uniforms were long 
merely civilian styles modified to give greater 
splendour and display. This tendency reached 
its height during the Napoleonic era, when the 
British " redcoats " vied in splendour with the 
French troops in their gorgeous green · and 
white . 

With the great improvement of firearms to-
wards the close of the 19th century, showy uni-

First Use of Khaki f 
• 

forms became dangerous, and service uniforms of 
the most inconspicuous colours possible came 
into use. The British army led the way by 
adopting a khaki-coloured uniform for its 
~ndian troops about 1880, and again in the 
Boer War of 1899-1902. 

After the Boer War this change became 
general throughout the world. Each army 
adopted the colour which was supposed to be 
best suited for the particular region in which 
its campaign operations would in all proba
bility be conducted. 

The United States adopted olive-drab in 
1902. Germany adoptedfeldgrau ("field grey," 
a dark olive-grey mixture) in 1908, and the 
French came last, with horizon blue. 

Showy and elaborate uniforms are now · 
retained for parade and sometimes for garrison 
duty, and are called" dress" uniforms, while for 
other purposes or for active service they are 
known as "field" or "service" uniforms. 

Naval uniforms are similar the world over. 
They are of blue serge for winter, and white 
duck for summer. Seamen wear a loose-fitting 
blouse. with square collar, the trousers having 
a: '' bell-bottom '' effect. 
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JACK TARS YESTERDAY AND TO-DAY 

The familiar uniform of the Jack Tar of to-day corn pared 
with that of one of Nelson's pig-tailed seame~, which was 

more attractive but less serviceable. 
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